Examining Huntington's disease patient and informant concordance on frontally mediated behaviors.
Huntington's disease (HD) is a genetic, neurodegenerative disease that affects cognitive, psychiatric and motor functioning. Frontal subcortical circuits are impacted by disease pathology, resulting in frontally mediated behavioral dysfunction. The purpose of this study was (a) to examine the relationship between both patient and informant reports of frontally mediated behaviors and disease progression and (b) to determine rate of agreement between patient and informant reports of these behaviors in relation to disease progression. Twenty-six HD patients and their informants participated in the study at the University of South Florida. Patient-informant pairs completed the Frontal Systems Behavior Scale (FrSBe) Self and Family ratings forms, respectively. UHDRS (Unified Huntington's Disease Rating Scale) motor scores were obtained from medical records as an index of disease progression. Only informant report of frontally mediated behaviors of apathy, disinhibition, and executive dysfunction was related to neurological examination results. On average, ratings by patients with less severe motor symptoms were comparable to informant ratings, suggesting intact awareness of deficits. In contrast, ratings of patients with more severe motor symptoms were discrepant from informant data, with informants providing more severe ratings than patients. HD patients may show intact awareness of frontally mediated behaviors in less severe stages but become increasingly unaware in more severe stages of the disease. This underscores the importance of clinical decisions regarding patient versus informant report at various stages of the disease.